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Along with the development of economic globalization and the rising of network
economy, global logistics services accelerated development. China, as the biggest
developing country in the world, the logistics industry is rapidly developing. With the
rapid development of the logistics industry, produced as independent third party
Logistics Company. Logistics Company is and business logistics related transportation,
warehousing, distribution, etc. It is the only link to bond with suppliers, responsible for
retail integrating goods, tally, inventory, and distribution, and other roles. For suppliers
are concerned, can reduce the cost of transportation and storage for retailers also
shorten the distance and process of the goods trivial. In this era of information
technology is developing rapidly, and the information technology achievements as a
fusion of modern logistics, its advanced high-tech means, scientific and perfect
organizational management become enterprise production and operation process an
important component.
At present, most enterprise of our country logistics management is mainly relying
on human to complete. Compared with the developed countries, automation and
informatization of the logistics management process is not enough, which greatly
influenced the international competitiveness of enterprises and the capability of
sustainable development. The more important thing is difficult to satisfy the demand of
users, according to this problem, this paper expounds on the.net platform using Web
Service technology to achieve now online logistics system design and realization,
realize the user can Internet orders, tracking orders, integral mall and so on a series of
professional services. Logistics management system not only improved the accuracy
and timeliness of logistics services, also fuelled the logistics industry and relevant
professional development.
Based on the background of the project, this paper first introduces the system
development background and values. Then the paper tells about the.net platform, Web
Service technology. Again, the paper illustrates the system demand, introduced
concretely online logistics system design and implementation. At last, this paper
aiming at this system is analyzed and evaluated, and indicated the further improvement
plan.
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程序和面向 Windows 系统的 Windows 应用程序，这两类应用程序均可使用
VC#.NET、VC++.NET、VB#.NET等来编写。.NET框架的中间一层是基础类库，它
提供一个可以供不同编程语言调用的、分层的、面向对象的函数库。.NET框架

























图 2.1 Web 服务工作原理示意图
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